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Address Van Huët Glass Logistics 
Rijksweg 4 
6596 MP Milsbeek 
Postbus 217

Country Netherlands

Phone 0031 88 900 1200

Fax 0031 88 900 1299

Internet www.vanhuet.com

 

CONTACT PERSONS
Contact 1. Department Sales 

Phone: 0031 344 673 782 
Fax: 0031 344 673 783 

Contact 2. Mr. Daniel Schimmel 
Glass Industry Sales 

Contact 3. Mr. M. van der Werf 
Sales 

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Transport and logististics services for the flat glass industry. 
Logiglass is an environmental friendly solution for more efficient transportation of small sized unpacked glass. This trailer is fully designed to load,
unload and transport unpacked glass, self supported by its own onboard crane.

Unique Selling Points

Unpacked glass distribution
Float glass up to 4.5m
Crane inside trailer
Self supported (un)loading
No glass packaging/stillage(s)
Patented concept

COMPANY BACKGROUND / HISTORY
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Van Huët Glass Logistics are specialists in the field of glass logistics in Europe and hold a leading position in this market. Belonging to the ever-
growing Emons Group, they concentrate on the specialized logistical services in the market segments Glass logistics, Chemical Warehousing,
Recycling Logistics en Double Deck transport.

Jan Van Huët Transport joined the Emons Group in 1990 and became specialists in Glass Logistics. Following autonomous growth and acquisitions,
the company has since become Van Huët Europe with five branches across Europe. Van Huët Europe maintains a structure of decentralized flexibly
operating divisions, which, supported by far-reaching automation (ICT), provide logistical services for the glass industry. 
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